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Abstract

exist and are otherwise smoothed down. This
variability results in the coexistence of alternative
written forms, hence in a large proportion of outof-vocabulary words in the context of supervised
machine learning.
In what follows, we first present our approach
to generate spelling variant pairs based on an initial set of crowdsourced spelling variant pairs.
This method is language independent and relies
on resources that do not require expert knowledge,
hence can easily be crowdsourced.
Second, we exemplify the use of such a method
to reduce the proportion of unknown words that
undermines supervised algorithms in the context
of non-standardized languages.

Non-standardized languages are a challenge to the construction of representative
linguistic resources and to the development of efficient natural language processing tools: when spelling is not determined
by a consensual norm, a multiplicity of alternative written forms can be encountered
for a given word, inducing a large proportion of out-of-vocabulary words.
To embrace this diversity, we propose a
methodology based on crowdsourcing alternative spellings from which variation
rules are automatically extracted. The
rules are further used to match outof-vocabulary words with one of their
spelling variants. This virtuous process
enables the unsupervised augmentation of
multi-variant lexicons without requiring
manual rule definition by experts. We apply this multilingual methodology on Alsatian, a French regional language and
provide (i) an intrinsic evaluation of the
correctness of the obtained variants pairs,
(ii) an extrinsic evaluation on a downstream task: part-of-speech tagging.

1.1

The question of variation in non-standardized languages naturally arises starting when one begins the process of corpus building (or collection). When dialectal and spelling variants overlap, inter- and intra-dialectal variations can be
hard, not to say impossible, to untangle. In the following, we will design as “spelling variant” any
variant due to either dialectal variation, spelling
convention variation, or an accumulation of both.
Although one might chose to work on corpora
produced in a controlled environment, in which
the spelling conventions and writers are carefully
chosen, this setup is unlikely to produce satisfying
results on real-life data.
Producing linguistic resources, be it lexica, raw
or annotated corpora, represents a cost that cannot be afforded for languages missing resources
in the broad sense, including funding and experts. Crowdsourcing has proven to be a viable
option to produce quality resources at a reduced
cost (Chamberlain et al., 2013). Applying crowdsourcing to less-resourced non-standardized lan-

We show that in a low-resource scenario,
collecting spelling variants for only 145
words can lead to (i) the generation of 876
additional variant pairs, (ii) a diminution
of out-of-vocabulary words improving the
tagging performance by 1 to 4%.
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Working with Multi-Variant Linguistic
Resources

Natural Language Processing and
Non-Standardized Languages

Non-standardized languages present a great productivity of spelling variants for a given word. The
absence of standardized spelling points up the geographical and demographic variations that might
776
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Figure 1: Data augmentation process.
These steps are detailed in sections 2 and 3 and
illustrated with their application on Alsatian.
In the context of OOV words reduction in a
given corpus, step 4 is followed by a transposition
of those for which a variant has been identified in
RLookup . Especially, in the context of supervised
machine learning, one cannot expect to find all existing variants in a training corpus. By replacing
an OOV word by one of its already known spelling
variants, we make the most of the annotations we
have at our disposal (see Section 4).

guages presents additional difficulties such as accessibility to the speakers, or representativity of
contents (Millour and Fort, 2018b).
Yet, when a community of speakers can be
found on-line, it seems necessary to empower
them to produce raw corpora and to document
variability. In fact, the speakers appear to be, collectively, the only experts of the mechanisms at
stake.
To meet this goal, we developed a crowdsourcing platform that collects two types of resources: (1) raw texts and (2) spelling variants on
these texts. These resources are used to seed the
unsupervised augmentation of the multi-variant
lexicon following a process that we detail in Figure 1.
1.2

1.3

The Case of Alsatian

Alsatian is a French regional language counting 550,000 speakers in 2004 (Barre and Vanderschelden, 2004). This continuum of Alemannic dialects is an example of language in which the dialectal variants are not erased in the written form
by any spelling system.
Initiatives such as the Orthal guidelines (Crévenat-Werner and Zeidler, 2008)
have been developed to unify the Alsatian spelling
while being respectful of its variations. Yet, these
keep the variability (Kı̀risch and Kı̀ch are the
Orthal version of Kerisch and Kı̂ch, Northern
and Southern possible versions for the word
“church”), and are still unknown by a majority
of Alsatian Internet users as shown by a recent
survey (Millour, 2019).
For this reason, the dialectal variations (6 to
8 variants emerge from the continuum) combine

Process Overview

Given an existing linguistic resource (corpus, lexicon, or both) RLookup and a set of out-ofvocabulary words V ocOOV , the process consists
of four steps:
1. crowdsourcing spelling variant pairs,
2. automatic rules extraction,
3. application of the rules on elements of
V ocOOV ,
4. lookup of the resulting transformed spelling
in RLookup .
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(with two to six variants per word), e.g. {bı̀tsi,
bessel, béssel}, “a bit of”.
The only information we possess about these
participants is the languages they speak and their
place of origin, when they fill it in in their profile. Based on the information provided by 8 of
them, we can assume that 3 to 4 dialectal areas are
covered by the towns of origin of the participants.
No assumption can be made regarding their proficiency in Alsatian.
The size of this resource does not allow us to
perform direct lookup for any out-of-vocabulary
word me might encounter. However, we can use
the aligned variants to identify substitution patterns, and extract sets of rules we apply to any
OOV word as described in the following section.

with the variety of spelling habits, which might depend, for instance, on the linguistic backgrounds
of the speakers.
Also, since there exist an active community of
on-line speakers, Alsatian is a good candidate for
crowdsourcing experiments.

2

Crowdsourcing Spelling Variants

We developed a slightly gamified crowdsourcing
platform, Recettes de Grammaire1 which
allows us to collect (i) raw corpora in the shape
of cooking recipes, (ii) part-of-speech annotations
on the recipes, and (iii) alternative spellings. The
platform is language independent and its source
code is freely available on GitHub2 under the CeCILL v2.1 license.3
We do not differentiate variants due to a variation in dialects, in spelling or in an accumulation
of these two factors during collection.
The addition of a new spelling variant can be
performed: (i) by adding a variant to any word that
is present on the platform by clicking on a word
cloud on the main page (see Figure 2), (ii) by dynamically editing the written contents on the website thanks to a feature called “Personally, I would
have said it like that!”, illustrated on Figure 3.
These features enable the participants to modify the content they read and further annotate in
a manner that suits their writing habits. In fact,
feedback we received on previous experiments led
on crowdsourcing part-of-speech annotations for
Alsatian (Millour and Fort, 2018a) highlighted the
fact that some participants felt unrepresented by
the texts on the platform, and that annotating dialectal or spelling variants they are not familiar
with was an obstacle hard to overcome.
The interface allows the participants to provide
an alternative spelling for either a single word or a
sequence of words. Although the latter facilitates
the task for the participants, it sometimes leads to
alternative spellings which number of words did
not match the original version, hence could not
be immediately aligned. In such cases and when
possible, the alternative spellings were manually
aligned with the original version.
So far, the collected resource contains 367 variants provided by 10 participants for 145 words

3

Unsupervised Data Augmentation

3.1

Rules Extraction

In the manner of (Prokić et al., 2009), we used ALPHAMALIG4 , a multi sequence alignment tool, to
perform the alignment of our variants necessary to
the extraction of substitution patterns. The tool requires to be provided with an alphabet of symbols,
weighted with the match, mismatch, insertion and
deletion scores of given characters. Since we have
no a priori knowledge of these scores, the only assumption we made is that vowels are more likely
to match vowels than consonants and vice versa.
Insertion and deletion are given the same scores
for all characters. An example of the alignment
obtained for four crowdsourced variants is given
in table 1.
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Table 1: Alignment of four variants of the Alsatian
(compound) word for “carrot cake”.
From the produced alignments we can identify
substitution patterns of different degrees of rigidity, depending on the size of the context. We
extract three sets of rules which either force the
matching of the left (L), right (R) or both contexts
(L+R).
The ˆ and $ characters, respectively representing the beginning and the end of a word, are in-

1
“Grammar’s Recipes”, see https://bisame.
paris-sorbonne.fr/recettes.
2
See
https://github.com/alicemillour/
Bisame/tree/recipes.
3
See http://www.cecill.info/index.

4

Source
code:
http://alggen.lsi.
upc.es/recerca/align/alphamalig/
intro-alphamalig.html.
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Figure 2: Spelling addition using the wordcloud. The word is shown in its context, with the proposed
part-of-speech (if available).
terpreted as elements of context. The rules are extracted from each pair of the combination of the
aligned variants. From the aligned variants (1) and
(2) showcased in Figure 1, four L+R rules are extracted: LR ↔ LER ; RÌE ↔ RIE ; EWL ↔ EBL
; HE$ ↔ HA$. The eight left-and-right-contextonly corresponding rules are deduced from the
L+R rules.
Since the result we seek is not to normalize the
spelling, each rule can be used in both directions
which are considered equally frequent.
From the 367 variant pairs collected for Alsatian, we extracted 213 unique rules using the left
and right contexts, 227 rules using the left context
only, 186 rules using the right context only.
3.2

Variant Identification and Filtering

Given a vocabulary of known words Vlookup , the
identification of potential variants of an OOV
word includes (i) optional preliminary filtering,
(ii) application of rules, and (iii) lookup:
1. preliminary filtering (optional): if the unknown word is identified as a known proper
noun in the lexicon, it is ignored.
2. application of the rules: for each set of rules,
L+R, L, R, used in this order, the subset of rules applying to the original OOV
word Roriginal word is identified, and ordered by rule frequency. From this subset, we apply on the OOV word each possible combination of rules, meaning that if
three rules A, B, C apply, the sequences
of rules {A},{B},{C},{A;B},{A;C},{B;C}
and {A;B;C} are applied.

Figure 3: Spelling addition (1) and visualization
(2) (highlighted words present at least one additional variant).
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In the following experiments, we chose to train
MElt, which enables us to take advantage of
available lexicons existing for Alsatian. The differential in performance is more interesting to us
than the performance per se, which is why we
chose not to focus on testing our methodology on
other taggers.
Two POS-tagged corpora are available for Alsatian. Both are made of texts produced in an uncontrolled environment (such as Wikipedia5 ) and
contain multiple variants of the language:

3. lookup: the sequence of rules apply until
the produced form is matched with a word
present in Vlookup .
Although this “brute-force” method generates a
great quantity of noise, the filtering operated by
Vlookup leads to the matching of OOV word with
existing variant candidates.
Since part of the dialectal and spelling variation mechanisms may be similar to some of the
language morphological rules (such as gender,
number, conjugation or declension), the generated
variant pairs should be manually checked in context.
This phenomenon is illustrated by the analysis
of the pairs generated for Alsatian in Section 5.

4

• The Crowdsourced Corpus (Millour
and Fort, 2018b), Crowd C, annotated by
benevolent participants on a dedicated
crowdsourcing platform Bisame6 with the
universal POS tagset (Petrov et al., 2012)
extended with two categories: APPART
(preposition-determiner contraction), and
FM (foreign words). The corpus contains
9,282 tokens (439 sentences), and is available under CC BY-NC-SA license. The
accuracy of the annotations provided by the
benevolent participants has been evaluated to
93% (Millour and Fort, 2018b).

Evaluation on a Downstream Task

To illustrate the benefits of the identification of
variant pairs, we evaluate its impact on a downstream task: part-of-speech (POS) tagging.
Previous experiments on Alsatian from (Millour
and Fort, 2018b) have shown that using multiple
variants for training can lead to a drop of accuracy
on the sections of the evaluation corpus which do
not match the variants represented in the training
corpus (-1.4% accuracy when a corpus of Strasbourg specific variant is added in the training of a
Southern variant only).
In this context, we use our methodology to
match OOV words from the evaluation corpus
with their potential spelling variant appearing in
the training corpus.
It is important to understand that this process
is independent from the tagger, and occurs after it
has been trained. The extraction of pairs is performed at the time of annotation on a previously
unseen corpus.
4.1

• The
Annotated Corpus for the
Alsatian Dialects (Bernhard et al.,
2018a), Trad C, annotated with the tagset
described above, extended with the categories EPE (epenthesis) and MOD (modal
verb) (Bernhard et al., 2018b). The corpus
contains 12,570 tokens (533 sentences) and
is available under CC BY-SA license. It was
annotated manually by expert linguists.
We manually corrected Trad C to match the
tagset used in Crowd C.
The corpus resulting from the concatenation of
the two corpora, Concat C, was used for the following experiments. We performed a cross validation on 4 subdivisions (80% used for training,
Concat C80, 20% for the evaluation, Concat C20).
We also have at our disposal two lexica:

Language Resources and Tools Used for
Evaluation

Experiments in POS tagging Alsatian include our
previous work (Millour and Fort, 2018b), which
uses MElt (Denis and Sagot, 2012), a freely available sequence labeller achieving at best 84% accuracy when the variants in the training and the
evaluation corpus are carefully controlled. Experiments using word embeddings have been also been
carried on Alsatian by (Magistry et al., 2018), using a raw corpus of 200 000 tokens and reaching
91% accuracy.

• a multi-variant lexicon MultiV ar L of 54,355
entries annotated with their POS, containing
grammatical words (Bernhard and Ligozat,
2013), verbs from (Steiblé and Bernhard,
2016), and various entries from (i) the Office
for Alsatian Language and Culture (OLCA)
5
6
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See https://als.wikipedia.org
See https://bisame.paris-sorbonne.fr.

bilingual lexicons, (ii) the dictionary compiled by the Culture and Heritage of Alsace
Association (ACPA), and (iii) a multilingual
French-German-Alsatian dictionary (Adolf,
2006).

Overall
OOV words

The proportion of OOV words was diminished
by around 2% resulting in an improvement of the
tagging performance of 0.5 points (see table 2).
This minimal impact is expected since the performance on “known words” is around 10 points
higher than on OOV words in this setup. In fact,
considering the sizes of our corpora, lowering the
number of OOV words of 100 is expected to improve the overall results of 0.2 points.

Application of the Methodology

Since the identification of potential variant pairs
depends on the initial conditions of the experiment, i.e. the corpus, and optionally, the lexica
used to train the model beforehand, we present two
experiments in which these parameters vary.
For each experiment, we extract from the training corpus the vocabulary V T lookup and from
the external lexicon, the vocabulary V L lookup.
We use the set of rules presented in Section 3.1.
We prioritize the lookup in V T lookup to further ease the evaluation of the generated pairs relying on the context.
If the length of the OOV word is less or equal to
four characters (ˆ and $ excluded), only the L+R
rules are applied: it has been observed in preliminary tests that shorter words were more likely to
lead to erroneous matching such as das (determiner) /dass (subordinating conjunction) or dien
(auxiliary) /dene (determiner). Additionally, we
force the variant candidates to have the same letter
case as the OOV word.
After variant pairs have been generated, the
OOV words are replaced by their variant candidate, and the pre-trained model is applied on the
transposed evaluation corpus. After the corpus has
been tagged, the transposed words are replaced by
they original form.
4.3

After transp.
0.864
22%

Table 2: Accuracy of the model trained on multivariant corpora, before and after the corpus transposition.

• the
Lexicon of Place Names in
the Alsatian Dialects which contains 1,346 entries (Bernhard, 2018), used
during training only.
4.2

Before transp.
0.859
24%

4.4

Experiment 2: Controlled Setup

By “controlled”, we mean that training and evaluation each contain a specific variant of Alsatian
selected in a multi-variant corpus. In the following, we compare homogeneous and heterogeneous
setups, in which the training and evaluation corpora either contain the same or distinct variants of
Alsatian.
To highlight the effect of our methodology in
an heterogeneous context, met when no corpus
of each possible variant is available, we manually
split Concat C in two sub-corpora North C (4,880
words) and South C (7,690 words) based on the
frequencies of the -e and -a noun endings, which
are specific of the Northern and Southern variants
respectively.
The results of these experiments are presented
in table 3.
Unsurprisingly, the best results are obtained
when training and evaluation corpora are of the
same variant. Yet, we can observe that in this
setup, the effect of transposition to identified variants has a higher impact on the proportion of OOV
words and the tagging performances.
The efficiency of the methodology largely depends on: (i) the respective and relative sizes of
the training and evaluation corpora, (ii) the variation in variants existing between them.
This experiment shows that the performance of
a tool trained on a given corpus can be improved
by modifying the corpus it is applied on to match
the vocabulary it was trained with.

Experiment 1: Uncontrolled Setup

By “uncontrolled”, we mean that training and
evaluation corpora are both extracted from a shuffled corpus that contains multiple variants.
Our first model is trained with Concat C80
(17,136 words) and evaluated on Concat C20
(4,374 words) before and after its transposition. After the application of the three sets of
rules, using both the vocabularies extracted from
Concat C80 and MultiV ar L for the lookup, 56 variant pairs were discovered and the same number of
words were transposed.
781

North C20
North C80
Overall
OOV words
South C80
Overall
OOV words

0.853
40%
Before transp. After transp.
0.788
0.809
51%
48%

South C20
Before transp. After transp.
0.714
0.752
54%
52%
0.864
29%

Table 3: Accuracy of the model trained on mono-variant corpora, before and after the corpus transposition.
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Obtained Results

be crowdsourced, provided that we have access to
the context of appearance of both elements.
By construction, the newly generated pairs will
not provide additional substitution rules. Yet, they
provide information on the frequency of the substitution patterns.
Additionally, the erroneous variant pairs manually filtered out can be used as counter examples
of variants, and further used to train variant classifiers (see, for instance, (Barteld, 2017)).

The newly created resource contains 876 pairs of
variants, from which 400 were identified in the
training corpus, and 476 in the lookup lexicon.
The size of the created resource depends on the
size of the lookup corpora and lexicon, and on the
number of rules. The application of the method to
any unpreviously seen text may increase the number of variant pairs.
A subset of 60 pairs of these automatically generated variant pairs were submitted to an Alsatian teacher, familiar with both the dialectal and
spelling variants. The pairs were presented in the
context of their sentence. The expertise of the
teacher was used to measure the precision of the
pairs, not the recall.
Among the 60 pairs:

6

Related Work

Dealing with non-standardized, less-resourced
languages, takes us to the limits of NLP: first, we
have no standard to rely on and not enough expert
linguists to help us, and second, very few language
resources are available for us to work with, even
raw corpora. These two constraints are rarely met
in the literature and, to our knowledge, the solution we propose has never been used before.
However, it closely relates to other experiments
that involve at least a standard spelling and sometimes an expert linguist supervision. One such example is VARD 2, a tool that allows to manually
and automatically standardize Early Modern English (Baron and Rayson, 2008, 2009). Another
one concerns the Basque language (Etxeberria Uztarroz et al., 2014) and proposes a solution to map
the variations of the language to the standard form
using an existing morphological analyzer and a
parallel corpus. Obviously, a lot of more or less
recent publications concern the design and use of
morphophonological rules, in particular in various
flavors of FSTs, but most of them require the intervention of a highly-skilled linguist.
Among such publications, the work by Kimmo
Koskenniemi on modeling regular correspondences between Finnish and Estonian is particularly inspiring (Koskenniemi, 2013), but inapplicable in our case. The same goes for the type

• 30 were actual dialectal or spelling variants.
• 13 were pairs of different forms of identical words, e.g.: ı̀hm (dative pronoun) / ı̀rhem
(genitive pronoun), kált (feminine adjective) /
kálte (masculine adjective), wùrd (future auxiliary) / wärd (conditionnal auxiliary) etc.
• 10 were caused by erroneous matching we
managed to correct by making the adjustments described in section 4.2, i.e. (i) forcing the case of potential variants to match the
case of the original OOV word, (ii) limiting
the application of rules considering only left
or right context to words which size is over
four characters.
• 7 were caused by erroneous matching we
were not yet able to correct e.g. kräfti
(“strongly”, adverb) / kräftiger (“stronger”,
adjective), mine (“mine”, determiner) / meine
(“believe”, verb) etc.
These results show that the generated variant
pairs should be hand-checked, a task that can itself
782
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for work described in (Theron and Cloete, 1997),
in which the rules are automatically extracted but
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